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Pages on Arts & Design Journal keeps on its intention to 
stimulate, through its call, original research topics developing 
around the countries of the Mediterranean area.

While the articles of the previous issue #14 examine prior 
topics such as Design and Circular Economy Model, Design 
for the Valorisation of the Mediterranean UNESCO Sites 
and Mediterranean Design History episodes, the present 
issue #15 comes back to mayor problems and potentiality 
of Mediterranean countries. It pays attention to sustainable 
development of the Mediterranean Urban Space and Cultural 
Heritage, giving voice to several authors from the Egyptian 
Academy, but not only.

Therefore, these two last issues configure together a set of 
design discourses and practices that describe a direction to-
wards what we now call “Social Design”. By this expression, 
we mean a reflective, and creative practice able to face the 
situations of uncertainty, the challenges of social innovation, 
the awareness, and their sustainable and durable develop-
ment. The papers presented address the daily vulnerability of 
citizens and environments, challenging problems concerning 
welfare, and public services with a social impact, with the aim 
of re-configuring social and environmental politics.

The first section of #15 proposes a deeper insight into the 
mechanisms of complex urban realities. It opens with the 
article “Design intervention: Understanding Cairo Informal 
Areas” by Jomana Attia and Alaa El Anssary. The essay ad-
dresses the problems of the unemployment of inhabitants of 
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Cairo’s informal areas. Authors’ aim is to help the numerous 
NGOs active in Cairo to understand better this reality and 
establish more sustainable projects, serving informal area 
inhabitants through design interventions. 

“Industrial waste management in Egypt: a sustainable design 
system” by Nariman Lotfi concerns the whole Egyptian in-
dustrial waste cycle. The study hypothesizes that by applying 
design-thinking strategies, designers can establish a link 
between large industrial companies in Egypt and small work-
shops, thereby creating a sustainable waste management cy-
cle. The essay reports information from all those involved in 
the production process (from engineers to craftsmen, compa-
ny managers, and final users) adding the practical example of 
the glass production chain which findings showed the impor-
tance of the designer’s role in addressing design and product 
quality to a sustainable production process. 

The third contribution of this section, “Kaleidoscopic pres-
ence: a study of presence, listening, and movement in Lis-
bon” by Camila Soares de Barros is about the relationship of 
the need of body expression and a particular context. 
The essay, in line with a perspective of pragmatic aesthetics, 
reports the birth of a creative practice: a site-specific dance 
performance, called BICHO, created “in, about, and with” the 
Lisbon neighbourhood of Beco do Jasmim. The article illus-
trates the creative and investigative process of this dance, 
which strictly links the human body (and all its senses) to a 
specific space and its residents, defined by the author as a 
“kaleidoscopic presence”.
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The second section of this number collects three articles gath-
ering each other around cultural heritage topics, even if with 
distant perspective. 

The first article brings us back to Egypt. “From Moving 
Image to Still Image: Feature Films as Reference for Preserv-
ing Architectural Heritage” is an original paper proposed by 
Ahmed Wahby and Nora Kahil, that investigates Egypt’s Belle 
Époque (the 1930s and 1960s), and the vision that Khedive Is-
ma’il Pasha (19th and 20th century) had for developing Egypt. 
The thesis supported by the authors is based on their convic-
tion that visual media can effectively aid in both documenting 
and referencing cultural heritage. In particular, cinema mov-
ie’s scenes could contain layers of visual information, enhanc-
ing the knowledge of the past and present, and ultimately, the 
future. Therefore, this study aspires to promote the extraction 
of historical material, principally with the intent to revisit and 
contemplate the vanishing Belle Époque historical architec-
tures in the cities of Cairo and Alexandria in Egypt.

“Augmented Reality and Mixed Reality for cultural heritage. 
New tools for the enhancement of Mediterranean sites and 
stories through empathic and emotional experiences” is the 
paper presented by Carla Langella, wich explores the research 
project titled “CHEESE” (Cultural Heritage Emotional Expe-
rience See-through Eyewear). The research, attended by an 
interdisciplinary team, intents to investigate challenges and 
opportunities of new technologies like Augmented Reality 
and Mixed Reality transferred to the field of Mediterranean 
cultural heritage. The role of design is at the centre of the 
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essay, thanks to its capacity to investigate users needs, atti-
tudes, and expressive languages in a hunter-gatherer perspec-
tive. Just as, concerning museography, the design is central to 
control both material and immaterial factors of innovation, in 
order to define dense and rich exhibition experiences.

The last paper undertakes the critical subject regarding people 
limited knowledge of the Islamic art, which creates – accord-
ing to the authors – a superficial and limited understanding of 
the “Islamic” specification in an object or design. “Critical De-
sign Approach to Understand the Current Public’s Perception 
of Islamic Art and Design” by Andreas Sicklinger, Alaa Baligh 
and Sherin Helmy reports a one-year research project investi-
gating the public’s perception of Islamic Art, applying Critical 
Design strategies for the analysis framework.

PAD #15 ends with the images of “Post Disaster Rooftops 
Ep01 - Taranto 20149. Is this fading-city-on-the-Ionian-Sea 
cooler than Blade Runner?”, a curatorial exercise that uses 
the architecture of Taranto as a platform to investigate the 
marginal condition of the Mediterranean urban scenario. Post 
Disaster Rooftops is a collective performance that occupies 
unconventional urban spaces like roofs, used as a device to 
have a recognition of the collapsed buildings of the old city 
and its disturbing skyline of industrial plants. 

We believe this issue – like the previous one and the following 
upcoming next year –, has the discrete merit to collect unedit-
ed and performing arts and design studies able to issue the 
Mediterranean heterogeneous habitat. 
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These stories represent just a few extracts of the enormous 
potential that Mediterranean areas can generate – avoiding 
commonplaces and undercutting attitudes – solving contin-
gent problems with a look towards the future. 

  

Photo in the opening page, courtesy of Pinelopi Gerasimou and Pelagica Gallery, from New Earth, 
Europe 2018 photo series.
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